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Highlights from the last year:
1) Hadron spectroscopy
2) Underlying event and mulGple parton scaHering
3) Charged parGcle correlaGons
4) InelasGc cross secGon measurements
5) DiﬀracGon and exclusive producGon
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The ATLAS and CMS detectors at the Large Hadron Collider

•

So) QCD measurements rely heavily on
– Inner tracking detectors: sensiGve to charged parGcles with pT > 100MeV and |η| < 2.5
– Electromagne7c and hadronic calorimeters: sensiGve to electrons/photons (|η|<3.2) and hadrons (|η|<4.9)
that have ET > a few hundred MeV.
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Hadron spectroscopy

ATLAS
• KS0 and Λ producGon in pp collisions, PRD 85 (2012) 012001
CMS
‐) Strange parGcle producGon, JHEP 05 (2011) 064

Red = recent result, shown in talk
Black = semi‐recent, reference only
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KS0 and Λ producGon
KS0 and Λ candidates idenGﬁed by ﬁgng pairs of opposite‐sign tracks to a common vertex and cugng on:
– the distance between primary (PV) and secondary (SV) verGces (transverse ﬂight distance)
– the poinGng angle, between the momentum of the candidate and the vector joining the PV/SV
• Signal extracted in bins of pT and η by ﬁt to invariant mass distribuGon. Data corrected for detector ineﬃciency
•
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Underlying event and mul7ple parton scaBering
ATLAS
‐) Underlying event properGes using neutral and charged parGcles, EPJC 71 (2011) 1636
‐) Hard double parton interacGons in W(‐>lν) + 2 jet events, ATLAS‐CONF‐2011‐160
CMS
‐) Measurement of underlying event acGvity [track‐jets], JHEP 9 (2011) 109
‐) Underlying event acGvity in the Drell Yan process, CMS‐PAS‐QCD‐10‐040

Red = recent result, shown in talk
Black = semi‐recent, reference only
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Underlying event acGvity in Drell‐Yan events
Typical UE study:
• Focus on the region transverse (in azimuth) to a hard object
• Study charged parGcle density (le)), and summed pT density
(right) in the transverse region

μ1+μ2

Selec7on of Z‐like events
• Two muons with pT > 20GeV and |η| < 2.4
• Dimuon mass: 81<mμμ < 101 GeV
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Double parton scaHering in W+2j events
Cross‐secGon for W+2j producGon:
tot
dir
dσW
+2j (s) = dσW +2j (s) +

dσW (s) × dσ2j (s)
σeff

σeﬀ parameterises the double parton (DP) scaHering

Focus on pT‐balance of jets:
• Jets from second scaHer will be more balanced in pT
• FracGon of DP events esGmated by ﬁgng templates
(i) MC: W+2j, no‐DPI. (ii) Dijet data.
• σeﬀ related to fracGon of DP events (f) by:

• N2j, NW0 and NW+2j are obtained from orthogonal datasets
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Charged par7cle correla7ons

ATLAS
‐) Inclusive two‐parGcle angular correlaGons, ATLAS‐CONF‐2011‐055
‐) Forward‐backward charged parGcle correlaGons, arXiv:1203.3087 (today)
‐) Angular ordering of charged hadrons, arXiv:1203.0419 (submiHed to PRD)

Red = recent result, shown in talk
Blue = recent result, in backup slides
Black = semi‐recent, reference only
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Azimuthal ordering of hadrons
Spectral analysis of correlaGons between the
longitudinal and transverse components of charged
hadrons

Data corrected for detector ineﬃciencies and the
measurement is presented at parGcle level.
Too much correlaGon in typical MCs, for high‐pT
charged parGcles (top), but too liHle correlaGon for
low‐pT charged parGcles.
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Inelas7c cross sec7on measurements

ATLAS
‐) InelasGc proton‐proton cross secGon, Nat. Commun. 2 (2011) 463
‐) Rapidity gap cross secGons, arXiv:1201.2808 (accepted by EPJC)
CMS
‐) InelasGc proton‐proton cross secGon, FWD‐11‐001 and QCD‐11‐002

Red = recent result, shown in talk
Black = semi‐recent, reference only
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InelasGc proton‐proton cross secGon
First measurement (FWD‐11‐001):
• Measured the number of reconstructed primary verGces
(n) in medium/high pile‐up condiGons.
• Correct for vertexing eﬃciency and use Poisson to
determine the cross secGon:

• Fiducial measurement presented as a funcGon of the
minimum number of tracks used to build verGces.
Second measurement (QCD‐11‐002):
• Measured events that have deposited at least 5GeV of
energy in forward calorimeters in low‐pile‐up condiGons
• QuanGfy ﬁducial acceptance in terms of ξ = M 2 /s ,
where M is the invariant mass of parGcles with η > 0.
Fiducial and total (extrapolated) cross secGons are
presented in both cases
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InelasGc cross secGon as a funcGon of forward rapidity gap size
Detector‐level gap algorithm
• Detector divided into η‐rings covering ‐4.9< η< 4.9.
• Ring is empty if it does not contain
– A track with pT>200MeV (for|η|<2.5)
– A calorimeter cluster above a noise threshold
Measurement deﬁni7on
• InelasGc cross‐secGon measured as a funcGon of the
forward rapidity gap size (ΔηF)
• Forward gap deﬁned as largest span of empty rings from the
edge of the calorimeter (η=±4.9)
• Measurement is corrected to the parGcle‐level (gap is
deﬁned using stable parGcles with pT>200MeV)
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Hard diﬀrac7on and exclusive produc7on

CMS
‐) W producGon in associaGon with a large rapidity gap, EPJC 72:1839, 2012
‐) DiﬀracGve dijet producGon, FWD‐10‐004
‐) Exclusive dimuon producGon, JHEP 01 (2012) 052
‐) Central exclusive dielectron and diphoton producGon, CMS‐PAS‐FWD‐11‐005 (in backup)

Red = recent result, shown in talk
Blue = recent result, in backup slides
Black = semi‐recent, reference only
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Dijet producGon with a large rapidity gap
Detector‐level gap algorithm
• ParGcle ﬂow (PF) objects reconstructed above noise threshold.
• Rapidity gap is deﬁned as no PF object in one of the forward
calorimeters (3.0<|η|<4.9).
Cross sec7on
• PF objects used to construct (corrected) ξ distribuGon
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• Cross secGon extracted from ξ‐distribuGon using diﬀracGve
and non diﬀracGve templates
– First esGmates of gap‐survival, S2 < 0.21 ± 0.07

Summary

A great deal of acGvity in so)‐QCD over the last year. I covered a few recent highlights in this talk (plus
some more in the backup):
• Hadron spectroscopy: Measurements of strange parGcle producGon at both experiments
• Underlying event and mul7ple parton scaBering: Charged parGcle acGvity in Drell‐Yan events and
double parton scaHering in W+2jet events.
• Charged par7cle correla7ons: Two parGcle correlaGons, forward‐backward correlaGons and azimuthal
ordering of charged hadrons.
• Inelas7c cross sec7on: Fiducial/extrapolated cross secGons, plus diﬀerenGal measurement as a
funcGon of a forward rapidity gap size.
• Diﬀrac7on and exclusive produc7on: DiﬀracGve dijet and W producGon. Exclusive dielectron and
diphoton producGon
Many more new and novel results are in the pipeline for 2012!

Forward‐backward correlaGons
•

Measurement of the correlaGon between charged
parGcle mulGpliciGes in the forward and backward
regions of the ATLAS detector

•

Here nf and nb label the mulGplicity (per event) in a
forward and backward pseudorapidity intervals.
<..> is the average over the ensemble of events

•
•

The data is corrected for detector‐related eﬀects that
would reduce the correlaGon.

•

Latest MC tunes adequately capture the correlaGons
observed in the data.

Exclusive di‐electron and di‐photon producGon
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated trigger with low energy in calorimeters
Two electrons/photons with ET>5.5GeV and |η|< 2.5
– Standard e/γ idenGﬁcaGon
Require no addiGonal tracks or calorimeter towers above noise
Observe 17 exclusive ee events with mee > 11 GeV
[QED predicGon is 16.5 ±1.7±1.2]
Observe no exclusive γγ events. Set limits.
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